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COURSE OUTLINE FOR ARMS CONTROL COURSE

Spring Quarter 1971

Note: We would propose that the number of lectures be reduced to two each week

(total 20) in this quarter and that the class members be divided into

sections after the first few meetings. Each faculty head of a section

would hold one or perhaps two additional meetings each week with his

section, The faculty head would also be responsible for guiding the

preparation of term papers for students in his section.

Meeting Assignment Topic Lecturer®*

I. - Introduction to Arms Control

and Conflict Resolution

1. Review of major problems in the control of the

arms race; lessons from the past Craig

2. Review of major problems in the control of the

arms race: alternative strategic futures Panofsky |

3. Review of major problems: the role of military

manpower, budgets, and other non-strategic

considerations Barton

4. Term paper Techniques of conflict resolution in the

topic due seventies: legal aspects Ehrlich

IL. The Contributions of the

Scholar-Student to Arms Control

5. The scientist and policy making Panofsky

6. The role of the social scientist and historian

in the making of strategic policy Paret

7. The lawyer and policy making Ehrlich

8. The scholarly study of weapons: a bibliographical

analysis Lewis

9. The scholarly study of weapons: problems of

access, clearance, and influence Peterson

10. What we do not know about arms control and

disarmament: an agenda of research needs Lewis



Arms Control Course

Meeting Assignment

11.

12,

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18,

19,

20.

*Note:

First draft

of term paper
due

Final draft
of term paper
due

2. Spring Quarter

Topic
III. World War III and Lesser Wars in the Seventies

The consequences of a large-scale nuclear
exchange: I

The consequences of a large-scale nuclear
exchange: II

The consequences of limited wars

Prospects and predictions concerning war in the
seventies: an American position

Prospects and predictions concerning war in the
seventies: the positions of Russia and China

IV. A Peaceful World

Rational world-security arrangements: law,
diplomacy, and peacekeeping

Rational world~security arrangements: law and
diplomacy

Rational world-security arrangements; the limits
of technology

Prospects for the control of arms: class discussion

Prospects for the control of arms: class discussion
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Staff

Here is how the lecture assignments would break down for the second quarter:
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